TOOLBOX TALK
This is a short safety talk about
COMPLACENCY. Please share the message
with your crew.

THE DANGER OF COMPLACENCY ON
A CONSTRUCTION SITE
Construction workers are often lulled into a sense of complacency, and this can lead to tragic accidents.
It's important to be aware of the hazards of the job and to always be alert while working. Workers should
never take unnecessary risks and should always follow safety protocols.
Working while complacent can lead to a number of dangerous outcomes. For one, you may not be as aware
of your surroundings and may not be able to react quickly in the event of an emergency. Additionally, you
may be less likely to follow safety protocols if you're not paying attention. Finally, you may be more likely
to take risks if you're feeling lazy or apathetic.
There are a few things you can do to avoid becoming complacent on the job. First, make sure to always be
aware of your surroundings and take note of any potential hazards. Second, always follow safety protocols
and never take unnecessary risks. Finally, try to stay energized and motivated by focusing on the positive
aspects of the job.
One of the dangers of complacency is that it can lead to tragic accidents. In order to highlight the
importance of staying alert while working, let's take a look at some case studies of accidents that were
caused by complacency.
In one case, a construction worker was killed after he fell from a roof that he was working on.
Investigators determined that the worker had been complacent and had not been paying attention to what
he was doing. As a result, he lost his balance and fell to his death.
In another case, a worker was electrocuted after he came into contact with an energized wire.
Investigators found that the worker had been complacent and had not been following safety protocols. As
a result, he was electrocuted and died.
In another case, a worker was crushed to death after a beam collapsed on him. Investigators found that
the worker had been complacent and had not been paying attention to what he was doing. As a result, a
piece of equipment fell from above and crushed him. The danger of complacency on a construction site is
that it leads to accidents. It's important for workers to avoid this by always being aware and attentive,
following safety protocols, staying motivated through positive thinking, and avoiding unnecessary risks.
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